
THE SUPERSEDING
STOLEN DOCUMENTS
INDICTMENT: BUYING
LOYALTY
While all the journalists were in Prettyman
Courthouse in DC, Jack Smith superseded the
Florida stolen documents indictment to add Trump
employee Carlos De Oliveira — the property
manager — to the indictment.

He’s the guy who helped Walt Nauta move boxes
around, including loading them to go to
Bedminster. Nauta also allegedly asked him to
help destroy surveillance footage.

The superseding indictment adds another stolen
document count — the Iran document he showed
others, which is classified Top Secret — and
another obstruction count for attempting to
destroy the video footage.

This passage describes how Nauta flew to Florida
to attempt to destroy security footage.

This is a key paragraph of the superseding
indictment. It shows how Trump uses legal
representation to secure loyalty. It’s a fact
pattern that crosses both of Trump’s crimes, and
may well be in the expected January 6
indictment. It may help to break down the omerta
currently protecting Trump.

Just over two weeks after the FBI
discovered classified documents in the
Storage Room and TRUMP’s office, on
August 26, 2022, NAUTA called Trump
Employee 5 and said words to the effect
of, “someone just wants to make sure
Carlos is good.” In response, Trump
Employee 5 told NAUTA that DE OLIVEIRA
was loyal and that DE OLIVEIRA would not
do anything to affect his relationship
with TRUMP. That same day, at NAUTA’s
request, Trump Employee 5 confirmed in a
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Signal chat group with NAUTA and the PAC
Representative that DE OLIVEIRA was
loyal. That same day, TRUMP called DE
OLIVEIRA and told DE OLIVEIRA that TRUMP
would get DE OLIVEIRA an attorney.

Several uncharged Trump employees have been
added to the indictment.

Trump Employee 3, who simply
passed  on  the  information
that Trump wanted to speak
to  Nauta  on  the  day  Trump
Organization  received  a
subpoena
Trump Employee 4, who is the
Director  of  IT  who  had
control of the surveillance
footage;  according  to  some
reports, he had received a
target letter
Trump Employee 5, who is a
valet,  but  from  whom  DOJ
seems  to  have  firsthand
testimony

The passage above seems to rely on testimony
from Trump Employee 5 and the final exploitation
of Walt Nauta’s phone.

It remains to be seen how DOJ learned the
specifics of Trump’s conversation with De
Oliveira.

And the PAC Representative — to whom Trump
showed an Iran document — has been referred to
as Susie Wiles. She’s a pivotal person in the
alleged misuse of PAC-raised money.

This superseding indictment substantiates the
obstruction more. But it also starts chipping
away at the dangling of lawyers to obstruct the
investigation.
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Update: Here’s Jack Smith’s description of the
additions.

https://storage.courtlistener.com/recap/gov.uscourts.flsd.648653/gov.uscourts.flsd.648653.86.0.pdf

